“The pen is a powerful weapon; it can make you change”: The value of using reflective writing with adolescents
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INTRODUCTION
Adolescent programmes have been criticised for implementing activities but not allowing opportunities for reflection. In order for adolescents to be able to reflect in a critical way, they need to become aware of, and understand, “... structures, processes, social values and practices they seek to alter.”

Reflective writing is the expression of the mental process of reflection on paper and is central to the notion of learning from experience. By reflecting on self and actions, meaningful change may be facilitated. Reflective writing is frequently used in academic settings as part of experiential learning to facilitate clinical and other forms of reasoning in tertiary level students and by health professionals to reflect on their practice.

Mental health professionals including occupational therapists use writing such as journaling and poetry as a therapeutic tool to, for example, deepen clients’ insight, and promote emotional expression and personal exploration.

This paper describes the use of reflective writing with adolescents as part of a health promoting schools project in Cape Town, South Africa. A health promoting school is a school that is constantly increasing its capacity as a healthy setting for living, learning and working. The health promoting schools approach encourages members of the school community - including learners - to be actively involved in addressing health related issues and promoting health. The aim of the project was to support schools to become health promoting schools. The focus was on building and strengthening the human and organisational capacity of the schools as caring and empowering environments with emphasis on addressing tuberculosis (TB) and HIV. The five-year project was implemented between 2008 and 2013 and was a university-school partnership between the University of the Western Cape and three high schools in Cape Town. The schools were situated in a community characterised by social problems including relatively high rates of unemployment, gangsterism (and its associated violence), substance use with resultant sexual risk behaviour and teenage pregnancy.

The project used multiple strategies with various activities to engage the school community (including learners, educators, other staff, and community organisations working with schools and young people). One of these strategies was an annual camp for learners which brought together learners from the three schools. The goals of the camp were to develop the learners’ leadership skills including interpersonal communication, public speaking, teamwork and assertiveness; foster a deeper understanding of gender and power relations; and increase knowledge of health, TB and HIV.

Conclusions
Reflective writing enabled the participants to acknowledge personal changes and development, and provided insight into their feelings and experiences. This study shows the value of reflective writing for use by health professionals such as occupational therapists, as a tool for empowerment in the pursuit of health and wellbeing.
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Method: The project included an annual leadership camp for adolescent learners. A descriptive, qualitative study was conducted to describe how the learners responded to writing as a means to express their feelings about, and experiences of, the camp. Thirty learners participated in two writing sessions resulting in 53 written reflections that were analysed thematically.

Findings: Three themes emerged: (1) Reflections on self; (2) Reflections on self in relation to others; and (3) Reflections on writing. Participants reflected on connecting with complex, positive and negative feelings, and felt that reflective writing had enabled them to express themselves with courage and honesty, connect with themselves, identify weaknesses and let go of negative emotions and feelings. Furthermore, writing was perceived as being non-judgmental, providing a sense of relief and release, and evoking emotions.

Conclusion: Reflective writing enabled the participants to acknowledge personal changes and development, and provided insight into their feelings and experiences. This study shows the value of reflective writing for use by health professionals such as occupational therapists, as a tool for empowerment in the pursuit of health and wellbeing.
Jensen’s description of the development of action competence meaning that learners are enabled to make their own decisions about health, and identify the personal and social changes and actions required to move towards their vision of health. Action competence includes developing vision, commitment, knowledge, insight and action experience (concrete action during learning), as well as generic learning skills. The five female and three male camp facilitators created a welcoming social climate. Cargo et al. described a theoretical framework of youth empowerment that emphasised a “transactional partnering process between adults and youth”. When adults created a “welcoming social climate”, it “enabled and engaged youth to take responsibility, voice opinions, make decisions and take action”.

As part of the camp activities, the learners were involved in two writing sessions to give them an opportunity for reflection. The facilitators questioned how the learners would respond to writing as a means to express their feelings of, and experiences about, the camp. Therefore, the research questions for the study were: (1) What were the learners’ feelings about, and experiences of, being at the camp? (2) What were the learners’ experiences of reflective writing?

METHODS

Research design
A qualitative, descriptive research design was selected for this study. In addition to summarising particular events, a descriptive research design enables researchers to explore the “meanings participants attribute to those events”.

Participant selection
Thirty learners (15 males and 15 females) aged between 14 and 18 years from the three high schools (five males and five females from each school) attended the four-day leadership camp. The learners attending the camp were selected by their respective educators largely as a result of their involvement in the health promoting schools project and their leadership potential. All learners who attended the camp participated in the reflective writing sessions.

Data collection
Data were collected at the camp during two sessions of reflective writing. During the first session held on the evening of day three, the facilitator (one of the authors) asked the participants to reflect on, and write about: “Your feelings and experiences of being at the camp”. It was evident to the facilitators that the participants became totally absorbed in the writing. Originally five minutes were allocated for the activity but participants wrote for fifteen to twenty minutes. For this reason, in the second session on day four, the facilitator asked participants to: “Write about how it was to express your feelings in writing”. At the start of each session, participants were asked to “find a safe, private place in the room”. In order for the learners to become calm after a busy day, the session began with a relaxation activity using deep breathing techniques with soft music playing in the background. The facilitator requested the participants to respond to the questions and write about whatever came to mind. The participants’ home languages and languages of instruction at their schools were Afrikaans and/or English; therefore, participants were invited to write in their preferred language. At the end of each session, participants were invited to hand in their reflections. Twenty-four out of the 30 participants, submitted reflections after the first session and 29 submitted reflections after the second session.

Analysis
The 53 hand-written reflections were typed and then analysed in the original language in which they were written, as the researchers were fluent in both languages. For purposes of this paper the Afrikaans quotes were translated into English with only minor edits, where necessary, to facilitate reading. Braun and Clark describe thematic analysis as “a method for identifying, analysing and reporting patterns (themes) within data”. Using this method of thematic analysis, the researchers each read through the transcripts a few times and then identified codes. This was followed by a discussion on their codes to obtain consensus, after which themes based on identified patterns in the reflections were defined and developed.

Trustworthiness
Several methods of ensuring trustworthiness were employed in the current study. Credibility can be achieved through prolonged engagement or immersion in the study context, and took place when the researchers as the camp facilitators spent an extended period of time with the participants during the four-day camp. This meant that the researchers had time to check their perspectives of the participants, and the participants were able to become familiar with the researchers. Triangulation means obtaining “convergence of multiple perspectives for mutual confirmation of data”. In the current study, triangulation of data sources was obtained by involving multiple (30) participants from three schools, and obtaining multiple written reflections during two sessions. Furthermore, triangulation of investigators was ensured through the use of three researchers who engaged in a process of reflexivity by interrogating their assumptions, ideas and perspectives with one another whilst conducting the camp, analysing the data, and writing up the findings. Peer examination took place as the researchers discussed the research process and findings with the other members of the health promoting schools project who were not involved directly in the current research study and who had qualitative research experience.

Ethics
The study received ethics approval from the Research Ethics Committee of the University of the Western Cape and the Cape Education Department. Written informed consent was obtained from parents or guardians of the participants and the participants gave written assent. Participants submitted their reflective writing voluntarily. They were informed that they could highlight any parts that they did not wish to be made public; however, none of the participants did this. The reflections were submitted anonymously, but participants were required to indicate their gender and age.

FINDINGS

Three themes emerged from the analysis of the reflections: (1) Reflections on self; (2) Reflections on self in relation to others; and (3) Reflections on writing.

Theme One: Reflections on self
This theme deals with the participants’ self reflections. They were able to write about, and get in touch with, their emotions and feelings:

“I’m thinking about my life, my dreams, my choices.” (Male, 15 years)

The participants wrote about how the camp had developed self-awareness and built their self-esteem:

“This camp has done some major things in my life, really. Knowledge I want to take further. Today I’m feeling so good about myself, because I could open up and see what’s inside of me, who the real [participant’s name] really is and what he really likes.” (Male, 16 years)

Some participants described feeling good about themselves, regardless of how they thought other participants viewed them:

…it’s not who they think or say you are. THIS IS ME AND I LOVE MYSELF! So why don’t you LOVE ME 4 ME!!! That is how I feel and this is what I’m like AND THERE AIN’T NO WAY you can TAKE IT AWAY. THIS IS REAL!! DON’T CHANGE IT and if you do, don’t worry I’ll love you more than before.” (Male, 15 years)
The following participant reflected on becoming a man and the meaning of masculinity and gender norms, thus showing evidence of developing gender identity:

There is loads of stuff that I still need to find out and learn. Confidence and manlyhood stood out for me, because you are judged by how manly you are. (Male, 15 years)

Participants were able to identify negative emotions and feelings that they were experiencing. At times their relationships with their friends made them feel unhappy, hurt, angry or betrayed. One participant, unhappy and missing the security of home indicated that he felt afraid and unsure of himself, but at the same time realised that he needed to take responsibility to change:

I am angry. I am afraid and unsure of myself. I feel I have no worth. I have given up hope. I miss my home, my comfort zone. It is the only place I feel safe. The place where no one can hurt me. I am king there. I don’t like it when people laugh at me. I wish I was someone else. I am hurt but I cannot cry. Help. Help yourself. (Male, 15 years)

The range of emotions that the participants experienced, sometimes simultaneously, confused them. As they acknowledged that they had complex feelings, they discovered the different sides of themselves. At times the feelings were described metaphorically:

My emotions are like a rainstorm. It makes people unhappy. It makes people sad. It’s dark and builds up into a dark cloud. But when the rain is gone sometimes a rainbow starts to appear and clear skies with a bright smiling sun for all to see. Even the weather man is glad to broadcast it. Emotions I don’t know why we have it but without it I wonder how we would have been. (Female, 17 years)

The participants identified new learning that had taken place in areas such as gender sensitivity, standing up for what they believed in, talking publicly, not being shy, gaining knowledge on HIV and TB, leadership skills, and listening to other people:

The HPS [health promoting schools] group has answered questions I didn’t even know I wanted to ask because of the knowledge they have given me. From tomorrow afternoon [returning home] I will start practising what they taught me in real life – to see if I can be assertive, confident, trust myself and others. (Female, 16 years)

Participants expressed how the camp motivated them to pursue their goals as part of their vision for the future:

I just told myself that I will reach out for my dreams and that I will make them come true and it will be a lot of hard work. At first I will need to complete school and then I can become what I want. (Female, 14 years)

**Theme Two: Reflections on self in relation to others**

This theme deals with the participants’ reflections on social connections and interactions with other people. A predominant feature in their reflections was the recognition of the contribution that peers at the camp had made towards their development:

These bright and in-control young people taught me to believe and trust in myself. (Male, 15 years)

The participants expressed positive feelings towards one another. This was important as it included not only friends from their school but learners from the other schools too. This indicated the value of bringing the learners from the three schools together:

It was a wonderful experience to get to know other adolescents from other schools. We can respect one another and be friendly. Everybody supported one another like a team. Nobody was judged for his opinion or answer. Even though everybody came from different backgrounds, it did not matter. (Female, 15 years)

The participants reflected on the positive, new friendships they had formed with learners from the other schools:

My new fantastic friends. I felt full and complete. I was searching for something I longed for – friends. (Male, 16 years)

The facilitators were present at the camp both day and night, with some discussions between the participants and the facilitators continuing into the early hours of the morning. The participants valued the relationship of trust with the facilitators whom they regarded as positive adult role models:

You [facilitators] rock. You guys made me feel smart and normal in this cruel, cruel world. It was nice to be with people I could relate to and trust with my feelings and problems. (Male, 16 years)

The participants acknowledged the valuable contribution that the facilitators had made to their development:

You all helped me to find the true me. You showed me that it only takes believing, assertiveness and self-confidence to reach your goals and no matter who or what may stand in our way there’s always hope. You showed me how to fight for what I want and what I believe in. You taught me that there’s always a choice no matter what the predicament or situation. (Female, 17 years)

As a result the participants expressed gratitude towards the facilitators:

Do people like you get appreciated by your children, husbands, wives, family, friends? I hope that they appreciate you because what you have done in our lives is unforgettable. Thank you for your gift to us. I appreciate it a lot. (Male, 16 years)

The participants wrote about their own learning and consequent changes experienced on the camp which they were keen to share with other people:

I am going to start with myself first then I will take further steps to inform my community or school about what I have learnt. The camp has really made me another person, it feels to me to learn more was something good. And I like to learn new things. (Female, 17 years)

The changes that they had experienced in themselves enabled them to identify the potential in their peers:

I would just like to say you [peers] will all be great leaders and will definitely reach your goals and dreams. I believe in you guys! (Male, age unknown)

The participants reflected on the skills they had learnt in order to relate to others individually and in groups. This included an awareness of gender constructs and improved skills for communication, teamwork and leadership. For example, they identified communication skills as important for their leadership development:

We had not been yelling to [at] each other and it’s very good to communicate like that. I mean we were communicating nicely with each other without being mad. We all did work with happiness and pride and I did like it. (Male, 16 years)

Many participants wrote about their connection with God, acknowledging and thanking God for making the camp possible and providing them with new opportunities:

I’m really glad that God made it possible for me to meet someone like that in this kind of way. I know God has a plan for my life but need to get rid of the hurt inside of me. THANK YOU FOR ALL THIS and I KNOW GOD WILL BLESS YOU. I’m going to miss the HPS-Team. (Female, 17 years)

**Theme Three: Reflections on writing**

In this theme the participants’ responses to the reflective writing process are described as well as their feelings that emerged as a result of the writing. Reflective writing was a new experience for the participants; however, once they started with the actual process of writing, they were surprised at how easy and comfortable it was to write. They realised the potential reflective writing had for them to be able to express themselves:

It felt like I came to know myself for the first time. The pen is a power-
Writing was an emotional experience for some participants as they reflected on themselves:

I am writing with tears that want to come out of my eyes, really for the first time I learnt a lot about myself, my weaknesses. (Male, 16 years)

The cyclical process of reflecting, writing and further reflecting on the writing allowed the participants to contemplate, and release their negative feelings, thus enabling them to access positivity:

The empty page at first symbolised my soul and as I wrote I filled the page with all the negative words and emotions whilst clearing my heart of all the negatives, giving space for the positive to come in. (Male, 15 years)

DISCUSSION

Considering the findings of the study, it was clear that, as the participants reflected on their experiences through writing, they were able to acknowledge the personal changes and development that had occurred during the camp. The participants identified that they appreciated the opportunities that were provided through the facilitators’ care, respect, encouragement and belief in them. In addition, the facilitators created a welcoming social climate by means of the safe, supportive physical and emotional environment at the camp, which has been identified as a key principle of health promotion and is described as a process that promotes autonomy, freedom, knowledge, self-esteem, self-confidence and control over health and life.

Empowering adolescent learners to address health and wellbeing issues is also an important aspect of developing a health promoting school which encourages learners to develop action competence in order to be able to facilitate change. The findings indicated that the interpersonal level, the participants felt that during the camp they had connected with personal, complex, positive and negative feelings in an honest or authentic way. They reflected on developing self-awareness and identifying new learning that had occurred as well as future goals. This raised their self-awareness and developed self-esteem and self-confidence. At an interpersonal level in terms of social connections and interactions, the participants reported on the development of social skills and leadership skills, feeling positive towards their peers at the camp and developing new friendships.

Previous research has indicated several factors that facilitated empowerment of adolescents. Chinman and Linney identified “active participation, awareness of the surrounding world, and identification of strengths” as key components of the empowerment process for adolescents. This may be regarded as psychological empowerment which has been defined as a process of change involving intrapersonal, interpersonal, interactional and behavioural components that results in a “feeling of greater control over one’s life following active group membership.”

The findings of the study support the transactional partnering process of empowerment between adults and youth. It is evident from the findings of the study, that the participants had experienced some degree of psychological empowerment during the camp due to the changes and development that they had identified in the areas of intra- and interpersonal functioning through their reflective writing.

Furthermore, the participants identified the camp facilitators as positive role models and expressed gratitude towards them. The major role of health promoters is facilitation rather than direction, and includes setting up structures and systems that promote community initiatives and the adoption of a mentoring and mediating role. The findings of the study support the transactional partnering process of empowerment between adults and youth. It is evident in the participants’ reflections that they appreciated the opportunities that were provided through the facilitators’ care, respect, encouragement and belief in them. In addition, the facilitators created a welcoming social climate by means of the safe, supportive physical and emotional environment at the camp, which has been identified as a key principle of health promotion.

The third theme dealt with the learners positive reflections about their experiences of reflective writing. They felt that reflective writing had enabled them to express themselves with courage and honesty, connect with themselves, identify weaknesses and let go of negative emotions and feelings. They perceived reflective writing as being non-judgmental, providing a sense of relief and release, and evoking emotions. The safe and supportive environment that was created through reflective writing facilitated personal and social development which was empowering for the participants. Clearly,
the reflective writing created a facilitative environment or space in which the participants were able to look deeply within themselves without having to engage with anyone else such as during focus group discussions or even individual interviews. Adolescents often do not express themselves openly to others about their feelings without some encouragement. It is possible that adolescents might not get many opportunities to be self-reflective in school. If they can develop the skill to be self-reflective through writing, this could be an activity that they could do by themselves, especially if they see the value of it for their own personal development. As the opinions of peers are important to adolescents, they might be reluctant to share their feelings with their peers verbally in groups. By doing introspection through reflective writing, adolescents might be able to better make sense of their thoughts and feelings through the process of writing rather than talking.

**Limitations**
The main limitation of the study was that it took place in a particular community in Cape Town; therefore, the findings should be viewed within this context and may not be applicable in different settings. This could however, be viewed as a strength in the search for understanding issues and pertinent aspects of occupational therapy practice within contexts such as the one in which the schools were situated.

**Implications for practice**
The World Health Organisation's Global Health-for-All policy for the 21st century requires all health professions to re-define their roles in order to meet the diverse needs of the populations with whom they work. The current study provides an example of how occupational therapists might re-define their role by working in school-settings to promote health and wellbeing amongst adolescents. It is important that occupational therapists provide adolescents with opportunities not only to engage in relevant activities, but also to reflect on their learning, skills, feelings and experiences. Reflective writing can be incorporated into activities to enable adolescents to learn from their experiences; this in turn brings about meaningful change. The positive development that occurs as a result facilitates empowerment and develops action competence which enables adolescent learners to make changes as part of their role in health promoting schools.

**CONCLUSION**
In conclusion, the study highlights the value of using writing to facilitate reflection in adolescents as it enabled them to acknowledge personal changes and development, and provided insight into their feelings and experiences. This in turn shows the value of reflective writing for use by health professionals such as occupational therapists as a tool for empowerment in the pursuit of health and wellbeing.
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